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Holiday Homework Challenge

Directions: If you have time over the long weekend, and you’d like to earn a
prize when you return to school, complete this “Holiday Homework Challenge”!
You must complete each box. You can write your answers in list, do it on the
computer, make a poster or book, whatever you want… Be creative!
This is due the first day we return to school after break.

#1 Number Hunt

#2 Chair Math

Choose one room in your Make an estimate of how
house. Look for numbers
many chairs you think you
and write down 10 that
have in your house. Count
you see.
Next to each number,
them and find the
write an O if it is odd or
difference between your
an E if it is eve.
estimate and the actual
*Challenge*
number.
Add all 10 numbers
together. Is the sum odd
or even?

#4 Ear Count

#3 Bathroom
ABCs
Search your
bathroom for
words. Find 10
things and write
them in ABC
order.

#5

#6
How many ears in your
family? Write a number Special
subtraction
model that shows how
Design a new pair of special
you got your answer.
shoes. Draw a picture and write
fun
Can you write an
about what makes them so
I had 42 cookies. I ate 19
addition number model
of them. How many do I
special. You must write a
AND a multiplication
have left?
number model??
paragraph.

Shoes

#7 Weather,
Weather!

See how many
adjectives (describing
words) you can use to
tell about today’s
weather.

#8 Be Your Best!

Make a list of how you can be
safe, respectful, and responsible
at home. Come up with at least
3 examples for each!
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#9

Friends
at School

Can you remember the
names of all of your
classmates?? Write them all
down in a list! Be sure to
capitalize them!

